About Us

Quality Objectives and Quality Policy

1. Supplies Products and Services to its Customers with the objective of meeting and exceeding all their specific and implied requirements for quality, price and delivery.

2. Only purchases material, components and services from suppliers who have the capability of consistently meeting the Company’s requirements for quality, as well as price and delivery.

3. Subjects purchased materials to sufficient inspection to ensure conformity to specific requirements including environmental and health and safety criteria.

4. Exercises control over all processes carried out, both by the Company and its subcontractors to ensure that the Company’s Products and Services conform to specific requirements, while reducing internal nonconformances to an absolute minimum.

5. Provides facilities, training and encouragement to enable employees to ensure the Quality of their own work.


8. Maintains an ongoing Continuous Improvement Program for all aspects of its operations.

9. Maintains an effective documentation and records system to provide objective evidence that the Company’s Quality Management System is functioning in accordance with this Policy.

10. Provides an overall environmentally safe and healthy workplace that promotes and pursues ongoing quality, health, environment.

Order Placement

Office 08 9584 2500
Fax 08 9581 8897
Email admin@scavengersupplies.com.au

Address
Unit 4/33 Thornbrough Rd.
Mandurah 6210,
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

www.scavengersupplies.com.au
www.scavenger.com.au

Operations Manager
Bryan Pemberton
Mobile: 0416 212 981

Sales Executive
Liz Milligan
Mobile: 0422 679 445
GEAR BAG

FIRE RESCUE HEAVY DUTY GEAR BAG
Shoulder strap, reflective trim, vented panel and huge interior storage.

A-CLASS FIRE FIGHTING FOAM
Australian made and owned, 1% BUSHMASTER is completely bio-degradable and non-toxic. Containing natural products, assists the regeneration of native flora after fires.
SF-BM1

SPILL KIT

OIL & FUEL SPILL KIT
40Lt 1x1.2m absorbent miniboom, 20x410mmx460mm absorbent pads, 1x5kg MaxSorb premium floor sweep, 1x elbow length PVC gloves, printed disposal bag, PVC labelled carry bag, and instruction sheet.
Max-40H - 500x200x450

FIRE FIGHTING FOAM

HYUNDAI FIRE FIGHTING PUMP
Single impeller, engine 6.5HP. Suction 40mm/1.5", Discharge 1x40mm/1.5" 2x 25mm/1", Max. Head 60M, Max. Flow 417/mn, Max Suction 6M, Engine Speed 3600rpm, Fuel Tank Capacity 3.6L
HY40SF

FIRE TOOLS

FIRE RAKE AND HOE
Classic fire tool heavy gauge combination hoe and rake 1.2m classic handle with butt grip.
N69216

BACKPACKS/KNAPSACKS

FIRESOTTER KNAPSACK
15-16Lt flexible fire fighting backpack 600Hx480W.
FFO-FSKS

KNAPSACK 16LT SPRAYER
16 Lt Tank capacity 400Wx450H Double action hand pump including back pack straps.
W16LK
**EYEWEAR**

**Sp1000**

Premium eyewear for demanding environments. Protects from impact, sun, wind, dust, particulates and airborne debris.

- 1028640AN Black Clear Durastreme® (Hardcoat/AntiFog)
- 1028643AN Black Grey Durastreme® (Hardcoat/AntiFog)
- 1028644AN Black HDL Yellow Durastreme® (Hardcoat/AntiFog)
- 1028646AN Black Clear Anti Fog
- 1028648AN Black Grey Anti Fog

*AVAILABLE IN VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS

**Duramaxx ® Fire Goggle**

The Duramaxx ® Fire Goggle provides wearer with a wide range of premium performance benefits including comfort, anti-fog, anti scratch capabilities, ease of use, and durability.

- 1017740 Clear PC - Red/Grey
- 1028135 Clear - Replacement Lenses

**FIRE HOSE**

**ANGUS TARGET FIRE HOSE**

AS2792:1992 Certified BS 6391 Type 3 construction, maintenance free, excellent weathering resistance, lightweight, good heat resistance.

**FIRE NOZZLE**

**INDUSTRIAL FIRE NOZZLE**

Corrosion resistant cast brass construction. Ideal for corrosive environments Constant flow selectable gallonage nozzle with multi-flow settings. Flush without shutting down.

- Standard Operating pressure 100PSI.

360, 361, 362

**THERMAL IMAGING CAMERA**

**FLIR K-SERIES**

In the heat of the battle, a thermal imaging camera is indispensable - a vital tool that helps you quickly visualize your plan of attack, locate hot spots, and save lives.

- K45 - 240x180 Pixels
- K55 - 320x240 Pixels

**HYDRATION AND COOLING**

**SQWINCHERS**

Specially formulated to create a palatable electrolyte enhanced beverage to safely hydrate dehydrated workers.

- Assorted range of flavours
**HELMETS**

**MAKO PEDATOR BUSHFIRE HELMET**

The MAKO Predator is traditional style, wide brimmed Bush Fire helmet with extended tail, that is essential on the fire ground for protection against falling debris and side impacts and is light weight.

PP-HEL-XX-MP

**BR9 MULTI PURPOSE BUSHFIRE/LANDCARE HELMET**

Each model is manufactured with Pacific’s renowned Reinforced Kevlar ribbed shell for extra strength and finished with numerous shell options. Certified to As1801 Type 1, 2, and 3.

HBR9+HBR9WH - Helmet Options
UKT10034 3AA Hercules LED Torch
B2066103+ - Moulded Face Shield and Hinge Kit
B2066114 - Easi On/Off Torch Holder
SBWOOL Lambswool Sweatband
B2022478 Mesh cradle available

**FIRE FIGHTING APPAREL**

**WILDLAND FIRE FIGHTING**

Developed out of Australian research and development with Fire Fighting Authorities to provide fire fighting apparel that assist in the safety and well-being of a fire fighter.

Jacket - J545 - Wildland Gold-Sizes 77 to 132
Trousers - T149-Pro - Wildland Gold Sizes - 77R to 112R, 87S to 132S, 74L to 94L

**FAIR AIR FIRE MASK**

Highly fire resistant, removes virtually all smoke particulates, easy to breath through, comfortable to wear for long periods of time. Provides effective seal for all face types, reusable.

Fair Air Fire Mask - one size fits all

**GLOVES FIRE**

**TAG RAIN MAN (RURAL)**

Level 1 Fire Gloves AS 2161.6
Gripper pads, Long Cuff, Kevlon Stitched
TAG-L1 Sizes XS to XXXL
FUEL JERRY CANS
Certified to Australian Standard 2906:2011, has patented secondary locking pin closures, pressures tested up to 415KPA to ensure that the can is leak proof in any position. Has a unique 12mm square breather pipe with wide funnel opening in the spout to ensure smoother pouring of fuel.

- 10Lt Red Unleaded
- 15Lt Red Unleaded
- 20Lt Olive Diesel

RE-USABLE RESPIRATORS

7700 HALF MASK
The Honeywell 7700 Series half mask is the most comfortable and durable silicone half mask available.

- 770030AS 7700 Series Small
- 770030AM 7700 Series Medium
- 770030AL 7700 Series Large

7600 FULL FACE MASK
The Honeywell 7600 Series full facepiece mask offers superior fit, comfort and reliability.

- 760008AAS - Small
- 760008AA - Medium

SAFETY BOOTS

150MM BLACK ZIP SIDED BOOT
Water Resistant full grain leather, Premium COOLstep® lining for optimum freshness, NANOlite® footbed for greater comfort, convenient quick release zipper by Oliver®

PPE PROTECTION KIT
Complete PPE protection kit with one Fair Air Mask + spare filter, Honeywell Fire Goggles, all in re-useable storage container.

HONEYWELL FILTER RANGE (LEGACY NORTH FILTERS)
FILTER PRODUCT INFORMATION
The Honeywell filter range includes filters for protection against particulates, gases, vapours and combinations of both.